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COVID-19 and payroll continuity

► People are central to everything: Payroll
critical staff could become directly affected
by the virus themselves or may need to take
care of vulnerable or sick family members. In
many cases, parental duties may be impacted
due to mandatory school closures or childcare
issues, etc. Similar to other critical business
functions, continuity for payroll processes is
crucial.

► When the doors are closed, systems and data
are under lock and key too. Many office-based
professionals are requested to work virtually
(i.e., from home). In the majority of cases, this
is successful and leads to new ways of
working. But, success also depends on
resilience of the workplace’s existing
virtual and digital infrastructure. For
example, the use of physical files and forms,
signing and distribution, mass printing, and
using bank checks for employee payments
may not be possible in the working from home
scenario.

► Navigating legislative complexity. In dynamic
situations, such as a global health crisis,
regulatory regimes may change at short
notice. Specific labour legislative frameworks
apply and change in the cases of work-time
reduction, forced leave, release of short-term
contractors, or even staff redundancies.

Possible challenges

There are many ways in which
outbreaks, such as COVID-19
could influence the way employees
are being paid. As companies
navigate impacts of COVID-19,
there are a number of key issues
payroll leaders should consider, as
they both seek to overcome
challenges today and plan for
tomorrow. A strong payroll
business continuity plan could be
the difference between employees
being paid on time, correctly or
even at all.

When your people are what matters the most, ensuring the continuity of global payroll is
paramount. A connected EY approach to payroll addresses your most pressing challenges
across the payroll value chain in: mobility, people advisory, finance, tax and law.
Your EY payroll team is your direct source of help in taking over activities or helping you
coordinating stakeholders in your payroll process.

How can the EY payroll team help

EV Global Payroll SOS service - www.ey.com/global payroll SOS
EY teams are leveraging a ServiceNow workflow engine to provide a modernized digital
experience for organizations to obtain global payroll advice and country quick-start payroll
during COVID-19. Specific inquiries will be routed to appropriate EY teams with
competencies including: global payroll operations and advisory, expatriates, and
employment and labor law.
Leveraging this technology platform enabled by ServiceNow, EY aims to help companies
by:
► Evaluating business continuity plans for payroll and determining the minimum amount of

data required to fulfill them
► Providing a quick-start payroll in cases where local vendors and teams fail
► Sharing leading practices regarding how to approach the payroll situations they are

encountering
► Keeping them up-to-date with the changing country legislation specific to the pandemic

and potential impacts
► Providing staff augmentation through remote assistance
► Addressing specific tax and legal questions such as: "I have hourly workers with a

certain policy, what am I legally required to do?"
► Addressing specific payroll challenges, for example: "My bank fob is in the office and I

cannot leave my house"
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The connected EY approach helps assessing your payroll status quo
and thinking through all the continuity scenarios. The model below helps
you to cluster and identify risks. Also it helps you to address activities to
be taken care of by your Payroll partners, staff & other stakeholders.

Make your Payroll process resiliant?

Payroll organization
► Who is responsible for performing payroll activities in

each location?
► What are the key activities and how are they performed?
► Are there effective business continuity plans in place for

all locations, either in-house or third-party providers?

Staff availability
► What percentage of payroll staff or their direct family

members might be affected?
► What is the anticipated impact in cases of limited staff

availability when considering care responsibilities?
► Has overtime been factored into working arrangements?

Releasing bank payments
► Is (remote) access guaranteed to release bank

payments?
► What is the process for authorizing exceptional payment

procedures?

Working from home arrangements
► Are the key HR, payroll and Finance personnel correctly

equipped to work from home (i.e. use of a laptop, internet
with adequate bandwidth, remote access to key
applications, an additional monitor where necessary)?

► Does the home working scenario account for data
confidentiality?

► Is the work environment suitable?

Physical processes
► What physical processes exist in the

payroll value chain (such as physical
filings, signings)?

► In the case of limited or no physical
access, how will impacts be
mitigated?

Access to payroll data
► Are last month’s payment files, pay-

slips, pay register and general ledger
files readily available?

► Is (remote) access guaranteed and
secured?

IT infrastructure
► What are the key technical

vulnerabilities or weaknesses?
► Are HR/payroll source systems

(remotely) accessible?
► Can all payroll inputs be received on

time?
► Is the IT infrastructure secure?

Payroll business continuity is critical. Assessing your payroll status quo and thinking through all the continuity
scenarios is not an easy task. Considering and assessing the seven areas outlined in the model, can help as a
starting point to assess payroll business continuity.
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EY and ServiceNow

EY and ServiceNow offer an integrated
business-led, technology-enabled approach
to deliver service management and business
automation services for the enterprise built
on ServiceNow’s single cloud-based
platform. Our services can transform a wide
range of business functions including
customer service, HR, facilities, legal and IT
operations.

For more information
To discover how EY and ServiceNow can
help accelerate your digital agenda by
mitigating risk, automating compliance,
improving employee experience, and
increasing efficiencies, please contact our
team or visit ey.com/ServiceNow.

Useful Links and further information
► EY Solidarity Blog
► COVID-19 and global payroll business continuity: seven areas to consider
► EY Payroll SOS Service
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